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Game, Set, Match: A Legacy Challenge Fund 

Introduction 

Many organizations use the marketing strategy of offering matching or conditional grants as a 

way to incentivize donors to give annual contributions and multiply their impact.  A match 

occurs when a company, a pool of donors or an individual donor agrees to match charitable 

contributions at a set ratio.  Ben Franklin pioneered this concept in 1751 as he was fundraising 

for the Pennsylvania Hospital. He proposed that once the Hospital raised a certain amount, the 

government should match it and provide funds in the same amount. As Franklin wrote, “Every 

man’s donation would be doubled.” This has been a particularly successful marketing tool at 

UJA-Federation. Our organization has offered the Dan and Jane Och Challenge Fund for the past 

few years, which incentivizes young donors to make new or increased gifts, and major donors to 

increase their already substantial contributions.  

 

While this concept is widely used to increase annual contributions, few organizations have 

delved into using matching grants as a way to incentivize donors to make planned gifts. 

Frederick Taylor Gates, a Baptist clergyman and advisor to John D. Rockefeller Sr., 

implemented an early instance of a legacy challenge for a Baptist Academy in the late 1800’s. A 

church elder, George Pillsbury, had hoped to leave a bequest to the school but was worried there 

would not be ongoing support for the institution after his passing.  Gates worked with Pillsbury 

to develop a plan: Pillsbury offered $50,000 to the school, on the condition that the local 

community must raise the same amount.  If the community succeeded, he would leave an 

additional $150,000 to the school in his will.     

 

Franklin and Gates paved the way for organizations to think creatively about how to incentivize 

and engage communities to encourage, inspire and challenge their donors to give more. UJA-

Federation followed this path when a major donor created a fund to provide matching gifts to the 

annual campaign in honor of planned gifts secured over the course of a year.  The Doctoroff 

Family Legacy Challenge has been, and continues to be, an incredible marketing tool that has 

raised over $37 million in future dollars for the organization.   This paper will examine the 
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details of how to create and market a match, the many benefits it gives to an organization, and 

what challenges may arise.  

 

Why Launch a Match?  

 

Reenergize Planned Giving Fundraising and Marketing:  

Planned Giving typically takes a back seat to the many other crucial fundraising efforts that exist 

within an organization.  For example, annual operations rely on funding each year, and donors 

are eager to receive the naming opportunity they are entitled to when making capital gifts. 

Additionally, since planned giving dollars take time to actualize, an organization may emphasize 

attention on other revenue streams. However, launching a legacy challenge match can prioritize 

planned giving by energizing lay leaders and staff to focus on raising planned giving dollars in a 

creative and novel way. A match reenergizes planned giving marketing efforts, as it allows for 

the creation of new materials and a new way to market to donors.  While planned giving vehicles 

should be marketed to donors on a regular basis, there are only a handful of vehicles that are 

easily marketed and these pieces can become stale and overused throughout the years. A match 

can be marketed in newsletters, direct mail pieces, and e-blasts to all constituents and can be 

used throughout the year to create a new momentum for planned giving.  

 

Create a Sense of Urgency: 

With respect to organizations that fundraise on an annual cycle, there is always a fiscal year 

deadline that can be used to urge donors to contribute before the campaign closes. Many donors 

make their annual gifts at the same time each year, with many closing on the very last day of the 

campaign or on the last day of the calendar year. Fundraising deadlines work as many donors 

want the opportunity to be counted in the annual campaign and others want to obtain a tax 

deduction.  

 

Though some institutions may count planned gifts in comprehensive campaigns, there are 

typically no deadlines for legacy fundraising. Even when a donor has the intention to update a 

will or change a beneficiary form, he or she may not act for years because there is nothing 

pushing them nor a sense of urgency. An annual tax deduction does not apply for legacy gifts, so 

donors are not motivated to complete them by the end of the calendar year. Creating a deadline 
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for the match provides an incredible opportunity for organizations, as it gives donors a clear 

timeframe for when they need to complete their planned gift.  While some organizations have 

launched successful matches that do not have a deadline, including one certainly adds to the 

effectiveness and urges donors to move ahead and complete the gift.   

 
Educating Staff and Lay Leadership:  

In many organizations, training surrounding planned giving for both staff and lay leadership is 

insufficient. A legacy match provides an opportunity for planned giving training as marketing 

and fundraising strategies are developed. The staff responsible for planned giving within the 

organization should teach their colleagues how to identify planned giving prospects, how to open 

the door to the planned giving conversation, and how to talk about why creating a planned gift is 

important to the institution. There is no need to delve into the technical aspects, but focusing on 

how to open the door to the planned giving conversation is crucial.  This education will be 

necessary for staff and lay leaders to use the match in an effective way with donors, but will also 

help the organization’s planned giving efforts long after the match is complete.   

 

Easy Way to Open the Door:  

Many fundraisers and lay leaders have difficulty beginning the planned giving conversation with 

a donor and may never even broach the topic. A planned giving match gives solicitors an easy 

way to bring up planned giving without having to discuss the technical aspects. A fundraiser 

merely needs to let a donor know that a planned giving match is happening within the 

organization to bring up the topic. The fundraiser could then ask the donor if they would like to 

learn more to gauge the interest level. In addition to the basic planned giving education and 

training all staff should receive when launching a match, they should be equipped with sample 

talking points, template emails and marketing materials about the match that give them the 

confidence needed to open the door.   

 
Financial Benefits:  

One of the primary benefits of a planned giving match involves the additive dollars an 

organization will gain.  There are many ways to structure a planned giving match, each with its 

own unique set of advantages and disadvantages.  Regardless of the details of what is matched 
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and how it is matched, the end result will undoubtedly be an increase in planned giving dollars, 

and possibly annual campaign dollars, for your organization.  

 
 
How to Implement a Match 

Secure the Matching Funds 

Finding the right donor, pool of donors, or foundation to providing the matching incentive gift is 

key to the success of the initiative.   The funder must have an understanding of the importance 

and impact of planned gifts on your organization and willing to make a contribution that is 

beyond their typical annual donation.  An individual donor may be interested in attaching his or 

her name, which will not only give them a sense of personal satisfaction but also gives the match 

marketing clout within the community. The most effective funder is one that is willing to speak 

publicly about why they created the match and actively engage other donors in conversations 

about the importance of making a planned gift.    

 

UJA-Federation approached the president of the organization, who had already made a planned 

gift, and who strongly believed that the importance of planned giving needed to be elevated.  She 

and her husband made the legacy challenge possible by committing to a $500,000 gift to act as a 

matching pool for all new legacy commitments (written confirmation that a donor has included 

UJA-Federation in their estate plans). By announcing the match at the annual campaign launch 

for major supporters, she garnered excitement and set the momentum in motion.   

   

Determine the Details 

Once you have a funder who is interested in the concept and is willing to make the match, your 

organization must determine the details of how the match will work.  The ACLU structured a 

match in which qualifying planned gifts of up to $1 million were matched with a 20% 

contribution, if the gift was created after the match was announced. Planned gifts were matched 

with a 10% contribution if it had been created prior to the match being announced. This structure 

favors new commitments made in response to the challenge, rather than those that were 

previously made and in which the donor had not yet disclosed the information to the 

organization. The Natural Resource Defense Council matched legacy commitments at 10%, also 

up to $10,000. UJA-Federation matches planned gifts with a 10% contribution to the annual 
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campaign, up to $50,000. Any undisclosed or unknown amounts are matched with a gift of 

$10,000 to the annual campaign.  

There is no right or wrong way to structure the match and it is driven by what makes both the 

organization and the donor feel comfortable.  The following questions can help shape the details 

of how to structure a planned giving match: 

 Will the funder match all new planned gifts of any type or of only a certain gift vehicle? 

 Will there be a minimum gift amount in order to be matched or an upper limit of a gift 

amount that will be matched? 

 Will the match be a percentage of the planned gift amount or will the match be a certain 

dollar amount no matter what the size of the planned gift?  

 Is there a certain amount of matching funds available and will the match end once those 

funds are depleted? 

 Will the match be for new gifts only or can donors disclose gifts they created prior to the 

match announcement?  

 Will planned gifts with contingencies count toward the match? 

 

Organizations must also decide what type of documentation is required from the donor in order 

for a gift to be counted as part of the match. Some may require a copy of a will or a copy of 

signed beneficiary forms. Other organizations may accept verbal confirmation.  At UJA-

Federation, a written statement (including an email from the donor) that confirms the completion 

of a planned gift is required for it to be counted as part of the match.   

 

Marketing Plan 

Once you’ve determined how the match will operate, it is time to create a marketing plan that 

outlines how you will launch the challenge and how you will keep the momentum going 

throughout the year.   

 

1. The staff must first become comfortable with how the match will work and how to 

use it as a tool to incentivize their donors.  
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2. An array of marketing materials should be developed and the challenge match should 

have its own brand. Keep all materials associated with the planned giving challenge 

consistent – the look and language should be the same throughout every piece. The 

following are suggestions for what to place in your challenge match marketing tool 

box:  

 Develop an easy to understand sheet for fundraisers that outlines the details of 

the match on one side, and include facts about the importance of planned gifts 

on the other side 

 Create a direct mail piece to send to a wide audience to announce the launch 

of the challenge  

 Make a dedicated challenge match page on your website  

 Send e-blasts to donors marketing the challenge match and directing them to 

the dedicated webpage  

 Develop a new legacy commitment form that is consistent with the challenge 

match brand and language  

 

3. Roll out the launch strategically by having the funder announce the planned giving 

match at a kickoff event or a major donor event.  

 

4. Reach out to the ‘low hanging fruit’ first, those donors who have told your 

organization that they would consider making a planned gift but either have not done 

so yet or have not been willing to disclose it.  

 

5. Incorporate the challenge match into remarks or updates at all committee meetings 

and events. 

 

6. Continually update staff, lay leaders and donors on progress and celebrate all 

successes. 

 

After the President of UJA-Federation announced the match at the campaign launch event during 

her heartfelt, impactful speech, the match was then announced to the board of directors.  Updates 
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on the progress of the match were given at all board and committee meetings throughout the 

year, and staff received template emails and talking points for how to open the door to a planned 

giving conversation.  The following items were created: 

 A website landing page  

 A branded legacy commitment letter (Appendix A) 

 An information card for fundraisers to give to donors explaining the match (Appendix B) 

 An eblast to all donors (Appendix C) 

 A toolbox for fundraisers with fast facts about UJA’s endowment (Appendix D) 

 

Challenges 

While each organization will grapple with its own set of challenges as they launch a legacy 

match, the issues below highlight a few that most will face:  

 The first step of finding the right donor is not always easy. Once an organization’s 

leadership buys into the idea of a match, it can take some time before the right funder is 

identified.  Just like any big ask, this is a strategic decision, and it must be the right 

person, with the right name, at the right time.    

 

 An organization must decide which planned gift vehicles count toward the match.  At 

UJA-Federation, we struggled with whether or not to include charitable gift annuities, 

and ultimately decided against it.  Also, some organizations may set an age minimum in 

order for a donor’s planned gift to be matched, as a younger donor’s gift will likely take 

much longer to actualize.  

 

 Obtaining written confirmation of a gift may pose a challenge. Donors do not always 

understand why it is necessary to provide something in writing, especially if they have 

already provided verbal confirmation.  By pushing a donor to put their commitment in 

writing, it is possible that they may be offended or turned off from making the gift.  At 

UJA-Federation, we had several donors who had previously been hesitant to provide 

written confirmation, some out of fear that this would make their gift binding.  While the 

hope is of course that the gift will come to fruition, we assured all donors that providing 
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written confirmation would not make it a legally binding commitment, but would allow 

us to properly record the gift and appropriately recognize them for their generosity.    

 

 

Conclusion 

The Doctoroff Family Legacy Challenge Fund continues to have an overwhelmingly positive 

impact on UJA-Federation. Staff and lay leadership have become energized about planned giving 

and are able to open the door to the legacy conversation in a more confident manner. There is 

and excitement surrounding the match, and donors are eager and proud to take advantage of the 

opportunity.  During the first year, 45 new planned gifts were counted as part of the match, 

bringing in over $18 million future dollars.  During the second year, 30 new planned gifts were 

counted, bringing in over $18 million future dollars.  Now in its third year, the funder has 

increased the matching gift to $600,000 toward the annual campaign, and we are hopeful that in 

total we will raise over $50 million future dollars.  

 

Franklin and Gates created the ultimate marketing tool that leverages a funder’s dollars, doubles 

a donor’s contribution, and creates an incentive to make a planned gift. A planned giving match 

has the potential to have a lasting impact on your staff, donors and ultimately on the future 

success of your organization for years to come. 
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PG&E TOOLBOX 
 

Opening the Conversation 
 

Thank you for your commitment to our work… 
 

 Have you heard about the Doctoroff Family 
Legacy Challenge Fund? 
 

 Have you thought about leaving a legacy to  
UJA-Federation? 
 

 Have you included UJA-Federation in your will? 
 

 Have you thought about how you might sustain 
your annual gift beyond your lifetime? 

 

 Have you thought about providing a gift for 
future generations? 

 

 Would you be interested in learning more 
about our planned giving options? 

 
PG&E Contact: NAME 

PHONE/EMAIL 
 

PG&E TOOLBOX 
  UJA-Federation Endowment Fast Facts 
 $1 billion  

 Built through bequests and other planned gifts 

 Currently covers 30% of UJA-Federation’s annual 
operating budget 

 Provides a safety net and ensures future 
sustainability for UJA-Federation 

 Enables UJA-Federation to respond to crises 
 

Doctoroff Family Legacy Challenge Fund 
 Alisa and Dan Doctoroff will contribute up to 

$500,000 to this year’s annual campaign in 
honor of new and increased planned gifts. They 
will donate: 

o 10% of planned gifts $10,000 - $499,999 

o $50,000 for planned gifts $500,000+ 

o $10,000 for unknown planned gift amounts 

Appendix D 
B 
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